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Support Communities/iLife/GarageBand for Mac looks like no one answered in time. To start the conversation again, just ask a new question. Q: Q. I have finally decided to face a 10-year goal of my one day/maybe and that is to re-learn how to play the piano. And I want to use my Mac to help me do that. Did someone do that? If so, which keyboard and
software you used and saw the most successful. I want to find an easy way to get my vision reading and basic chord structures back. Is garage tape useful for this? Any suggestion is welcome. 2.66 Gigach Mac Pro, Mac OS X (10.5.5), 11 performances of Ram, MacBook posted on April 23, 2011 5:05 PM Answer I have this question too (30) I have this
question too (30) Also I page content uploaded April 23, 2011 5:34 PM braintoniq in response to braintoniq assuming you don't have a piano... Using Garageband: You can get a keyboard controller and connect it to your computer, and use GB's piano sounds. M-Audio makes decent keyboard controllers for the money. As someone with a piano background,
you'll probably want to get one with a weighted keyboard. Alternatively, you can just get a digital piano with built-in speakers, an all-in-one, and spend time with it. For digital pianos, I'd check yamaha and roland. By the way, a digital piano can also be used to play virtual devices in GB using MIDI. Depending on how much you want to spend, really, how well a
physical keyboard you want, and whether you want it to be standalone, or run virtual devices on the computer, and have the sound to come out of the speakers rather than the keyboard itself. Then I picked a song you like and tried to learn it. It's always easier to learn something you like (and a thinning). Maybe you should start with someone you've played
before and re-study it. GB is fun because you can add extra parts and play with a variety of sounds/virtual devices. You can also use GB loops to create an instant accompaniment to play along with or improvise over. You can also record yourself in GB and track your progress. Finally, there are piano lessons you can download into GB (other instrument
lessons as well). You might find them helpful. April 23, 2011 17:34 Helpful Response (1) Thread Reply - More Options Apr 23, 2011 17:36 MattiMattMatt Response MattiMattMatt Thanks MattiMatt Matti. I definitely want a keyboard (at least 63 keys) that I can connect to my tower or my MBP and do some sort of interface lessons through Mac. Something
where I can learn the scales and basic songs again. Having never opened GB: Does he have a series of lessons? Or is it more of a recording studio? Also, if you have keyboard suggestions (weighted keys, but easy enough to easily and quickly place on my desk when it's time to exercise), I'm an ear tool. I don't mind spending money for one. Help me learn
my ribs. Apr 23, 2011 5:36 PM Helpful Wire Answer Answer - More options Apr 23, 2011 6:07 PM In response to braintoniq in response to braintoniq I definitely want a keyboard (at least 63 keys) that I can connect to either my tower or my MBP do some sort of interface lessons through Mac. Something where I can learn the scales and basic songs again.
Here are some keyboard controllers listed on the Sweetwater Sound website (Big Retailer's Sweetwater and their website is good for testing equipment): controllers/Here's a link to their home pianos (they also intensify for digital pianos and portable keyboards/bouncer): guess you'll need to understand how important you will have weighted keys. Weighted
keys will make the keyboard heavier and more expensive, but more satisfying to move around. There is also a semi-weighted key type (between a weighted keyboard and a synthesizer action). Axiom M-Audio, a keyboard controller, for example, has a semi-weighted operation. It's good cattle, and some people like it. However, if you need a weighted
keyboard, you might not be happy about it. It's hard to write down a keyboard type for someone else. Some people really don't like anything other than a fully weighted keyboard, other people like half-weighted just fine. And others, synthesizer action may be fine, although it doesn't sound like you'd be happy with a synthesizer action if you're trying to regain
any kind of ribs. For keyboards, Yamaha, Kurzweil, Roland and Korg, are good brands. For controllers, M-Audio is unbeatable at its price, although there are higher quality controllers if you're willing to pay for them. The brands have been mentioned to have some higher edge controllers and Nord recently came out with (red) digital piano that's pretty good. If
there's a music store near you, you might want to go and play some different keyboards and see if there are some that stand out. A lot of it is personal taste, influenced by the time to play traditional pianos (and the expectations of your fingers that are banging on about conventional mechanical action) compared to the time spent playing synthesizers, so you
might want to check out some of these keyboards in the flesh to see what feels best for you. After I've never opened GB: Does he have a series of lessons? Or it's more of a recording studio. GB is really more of a recording studio. There are some basic lessons you can download, and some artists' classes, but it sounds like you'd spend more time working
outside of these, and use GB primarily for its other features. April 23, 2011 6:07 PM Helpful answer thread answer - More options Apr 23, 2011 19:22 MattiMattMatt response in response to MattiMattMatt Excellent information, Matty. I'm all over these links. When I'm just getting started I can walk with a simple M-Audio 61es keyboard station, and a basic
pedal. My main goal is to find the software that puts me in the kind of routine classes that make me practice every day. So a simple keyboard start may work just fine. The 61es look like there's pitch control, which I want to play along to songs on the radio or iTunes. Thanks again, great information here. April 23, 2011 7:22 PM Helpful Wire Answer Answer More options Apr 24, 2011 07:06 In response to braintoniq in response to braintoniq you are invited. The 61 sounds like a good choice! April 24, 2011 07:06 AM Helpful Wire Answer - More User Profile Options for User: Braintoniq Question: Q: How to learn the piano using my Mac? Do you want to learn piano? Some of you may have a dream of learning it
from childhood. Piano learning software is a great solution. You don't have to spend thousands against a piano coach. People will get a variety of software to teach them how to play the piano. You will gain more interest in the learning process due to its interactive technique. A trend of playing the piano players play the instrument for many years. They play the
handheld device at home or at a musical concert. But the idea of playing the piano has changed. We're in a digital world now. Everything we do has an impact on the Internet. Therefore, we can find piano learning software online. Yes, the software will teach you the methods of playing the instrument easily. You don't even need a teacher. There will be
interactive sessions while learning with software. Why do you need to use the best piano learning software? You must have the impression of a man when someone's talking about piano lessons. It's just old practice. A group of students used to go to piano school. Coach on the other hand teaches the lessons. But, using piano learning software, the overall
idea changes. There's no physicality teacher. Even, the software will teach you every lesson. There will be flexibility in the learning schedule. This software will help you learn piano within your busy schedule. Many players are still unaware of the software for playing the piano. Piano players play musical instruments for many years. Even, people play piano at
home or at a musical concert. But the idea of playing the piano has changed. We're in a digital world now. Everything we do has the effect of the Internet. Therefore, we can find piano learning software online. Like, the software will teach you how to play the instrument easily. You don't even need a teacher. There will be face-to-face meetings to learn the
software. The benefits of piano software tends to the piano learning software and has a number of advantages. This will teach you the method of playing with fun. There will be no serious and difficult experience of conventional teachers. Naturally, students can Lessons easily. You can easily learn it on your computer, Android phones or apple iPhone. Users
can find a wide range of such piano learning software. If you have digital pianos at home, learning piano online is easy. You can easily connect your digital piano using your smartphones or laptop using the USB connector. Physical piano coach vs piano learning software It's time to compare the lessons from a trainer with that of piano learning software. Here
are the essential points to consider: flexibility in time – a real piano teacher has a specific schedule for teaching a piano lesson. You can't access them too early in the morning or even midnight. However, piano learning software has no such restriction. You can use the software at any time according to your convenience. Affordable price - Many people with
the desire to learn piano cannot do it due to their financial situation. Most piano teachers take too high a toll. But the piano learning software is really very reasonable. Start anytime- if you want to start your piano lesson immediately, it can be possible with the help of piano learning software. It's not possible if you want to take a lesson from a real piano coach.
He or she has a schedule for the dish. So long the batch doesn't fill up, they can't start class. Learn favorite songs- the real piano trainer will teach you about his/her strategy. They won't listen to you what you say. Imagine if you had a desire to learn a particular song at first, it might not be possible through a real piano teacher. But, with piano learning software,
you can learn your favorite song at first. Features of piano learning software and lessons of expensive traditional piano lessons. But, piano learning software is a budget friendly option for you. Many online website chat sessions will make it clear your doubts don't have a specific time for learning using software. Like the old days teaching, you don't have to
make yourself free on your piano teacher's schedule. You can learn at any time according to your wish with softwareFolks and can also get advice from experts. The online classes are written by expert musicians. Therefore, you can get more knowledge from their experience and users get the advantage of the Virtual KeyboardList of top 5 piano learning
software Run is one of the best piano learning software. It'll give you the request information. As a result, you can play your piano as soon as you start the lesson. Learning using this piano software is very easy. The teaching program isn't like old-style classes. As a result, even a novice can learn piano very well. The benefits of meeting playgroundFun with
piano – you can learn piano lesson with fun. The traditional piano teacher can be very rigid when studying lessons. Students might not feel comfortable like this. But, the piano program called Playground Gives you fun with piano lessons. Unleashing boredom: The players will never get bored while taking this lesson. You can learn new and creative lessons
using the software. The lessons have an interactive way of teaching. Naturally, you won't feel bored. Beginner's lesson – Novice has the scope to learn easily. People seem to make a rookie play the piano is hard. Only a specialist player can do that. But today, the idea has completely changed. The Playground Meeting can provide the best lessons for a
beginner. Download Songs – You can download the popular songs. The piano learning software won't just be waiting for your lessons. Instead you get full entertainment with downloadable songs. Actually facilitate – you can easily practice lessons. Some physical teachers are too strict about the students. As a result, they're too stressed. No one can function
well under pressure. But, with piano learning software you can practice easily without any pressure. Recording option: Recording your performance will be easy. If your piano doesn't have a song recording facility, don't worry. Just use playground meeting piano software. It will provide the facility of recording your songs. How to purchase? The students need to
know the jet. You can easily purchase the Playground session subscription. Three types of payment are possible. You can pay the subscription monthly or annually. There's a plan for life. You can get by paying at once. Online payment is accepted by credit card, debit card or PayPal.VerdictPlayground session is a great approach of learning piano lessons
online. You can play music with fun and fun. It'll reduce your boredom. You'll get a new dashboard design within a particular piano learning software. People can play, record, and practice your favorite songs. It brings the easiest way to learn piano. Even a rookie can take lessons. People give it 9.5 out of 10.Buy this product from the marvelSource:
PianoMarvel.com Official website The learner can easily learn here through the interactive lessons. There are several sections, in which the whole lesson is divided. It provides the learner with relief in knowledge. Now you can learn to play the piano as soon as you connect your device to the Internet. Users receive a song library with the lesson. This will
allow you to practice and learn. A wonder piano can be nominated for the best piano learning software. Piano MarvelDivision's advantage in the lesson - it breaks the lessons into different parts. It's always easy to learn a lesson once it's divided into several parts. With a wonder piano, you get that advantage. Easy to understand – Understanding becomes
easy using the technique used in piano learning software. Whether you're a beginner or an interim player, the level of understanding will be different. With Piano learning software, each person get the scope of understanding the lessons. Manageable lessons – Every piece of the piano lesson can be managed. Typically, the theory of piano lesson becomes
very difficult to understand. There's got to be an expert who explains. But, with piano learning software, lessons can be easily managed. Award winner - This is a silver prize-winning piano lesson program. Therefore, the learner can imagine how effective he is. He gained worldwide recognition. The Wonder Piano provides exclusive interactive lessons.
Affordable – You get access with a minimum monthly subscription fee. Therefore, Piano Wonder's learning software provides the scope for each piano learner from a different economic background. A student's experience to access the software for a piano lesson, the student experience is an important fact. The students are no longer interested in a long
acquaintance. Theoretical things aren't their affection either. But, with piano wonder, many students learned to play straight from first lesson. Lesson progress can be tracked using a MIDI controller. This verdict is a piano lesson at the intesting level that is cheap. The software makes you learn piano yourself. This is really fun. The format of piano lesson is
just like a game. Therefore, you will ever remain bored. Instead, the engagement is what will pass the lessons. It also encountered an interactive session. Learning becomes very easy and interesting in this process. This is a silver prize-winning piano learning program. Naturally, one must pay close attention to the great demand. People give it 9.47 out of
10.Buy this product from official websiteFlowkeySource: Flowkey.com Many people have a desire to learn piano online. But, are they perfectly capable of learning that? Proper definition of piano lesson is very important. This will increase willingness among learners. They must be convinced to take piano lessons online. You can also get the app that can help
you get the lesson on your tablet. People can use it online on your laptop. The benefits of flowkeyFriendly-piano learning software interface comes with a user-friendly interface. This is an important feature for any piano learning software. If the interface is hard, it will be difficult to operate. Play any song – everyone has a desire to play the music of their
favorite song. That's when they start playing the piano for the first time. But, the conventional piano coach will provide lessons from the beginning. But, this piano software has this advantage. You can select and play your favorite songs from the list. Fun with piano – People have the impression that playing the piano is as hard as going to an academic class.
But, this content can't help a student right out of their heart. Also, there will be no scope for the study of ingines. But with this software, playing and learning piano through this lesson is Connected – It has the built-in microphone inside the tablet or computer to listen to lessons. Now you can play and sing a song just like a single solo performer. The brightness
of sound and volume is heard with this piano software. Skill of acoustic piano – you can play acoustic piano after learning it. People seem to have an impression that playing an acoustic piano increases the self-esteem of a piano player. With this software you can easily develop it as well. Purchase and subscribe must subscribe to Flowkey. You can get a free
trial of the software for a month before subscribing. But, keep that in mind, you may not be able to use all songs within the trial free of charge. But, once you pay for a subscription, you can have all the songs. Verdict Matching piano learning software, Flowkey is the name that comes with great pleasure. Also, the software is very easy to use. You get a wide list
of a variety of songs within the online piano lesson. You can get a free trial with this variation piano lesson. You will be an expert in activating chords and hand while operating. Users rate it 6.93 out of 10.Buy this product from official websitePianokeyzSource: Pianokeyz.com Pianokeyz's users get step-by-step online lesson. Total classes include 60 hours.
Within that, each student will receive the guide of 50 popular songs. Every day, you will receive new lessons using this piano learning software. Therefore, the chances of growing are wide. After each section you'll get a few questions. It'll approach your level of understanding. Some piano learning software taught complete piano operations to hundreds of
people. PianokeyzStep's step-by-step benefit – step-by-step lessons help you learn easily. Pianokeyz is a wonderful program that helps you get the lesson at every step. You can browse the previous step if you forget it in the middle. No dependency - you don't have to trust any piano teacher. People can have immediate access to their online classes 24
hours a day. No Effect – The piano learning software does not have any effect of a physical trainer. You can get some innoc part-time training. There will be no scope of preference for a specific group of people. Learn popular songs – you can also learn and play the popular songs after class. People don't have to trust someone to learn your favorite tune. You
can do it yourself. Lesson for everyone – Players of different skill levels can receive lessons. The basic-level player receives a lesson from a beginner-level instructor. For middle students, the next step exists. There are advanced lessons for professionals. Detail-tutorials provide all the details on how to play the piano. You will get the details of your lesson in
such a way which may not even be present in a physical book. Pianokey purchase term Piano software that provides the company with a term of They will be given a one-month test for piano-key piano lessons. People can now purchase the lesson online. Students can easily learn about the numbered fingers in the first two lessons. People can also make a
purchase using your credit or debit card. People get bored with too much information, piano lessons at the Pianoquiz understand that fact. Therefore, it provides extensive knowledge and piano activation skill to the user. At the same time, they won't get bored by listening to far too much information. You'll get video tutorial. Learning by presenting such
guidance would be quite easy. Students can also look at students' feedback through this piano lesson. The rating of this product is 6.3 out of 10.Buy This product from the official website Piano with WillieThis is an exclusive piano lesson online with a name behind its development. Willie Mayet is the developer of a piano learning program called Piano with
Willie. He is a well-known pianist who completed his degree in music from Berkeley College of Music in Boston. Learners of this piano learning software can learn many piano styles. This is due to the fact that Willie offers more than 3,500 lessons. The advantages of piano with WillieVaried styles – everyone wants to play pianos in different styles. But, it
wasn't possible with the traditional pianos. A person can learn about 3,500 styles from this software. Therefore, you have that advantage. Regular learning - it teaches you to learn lessons at a steady pace. If you do something in a hurry, the result won't be very effective. The software has the efficiency to give you proper piano playing skill over time. Remove
boredom: Most people don't want to attend a traditional piano lesson as it becomes very monotonous as times. Therefore, people get too bored by playing one type of music. The lessons aren't at all boringact lessons – it will teach you just like you can learn your lesson quickly. Not all people have a similar way of learning. Some may catch up very quickly.
But, others may not be very sharp to do that. A traditional coach won't be able to concentrate on every student. But this piano program is totally worth it. Conventional piano replacement - this is an alternative to a conventional piano lesson. Some of you have a passion for learning piano from piano experts. But, due to a busy schedule or any other reason,
they couldn't have done it that long. This particular piano program is the ultimate substitute for conventional piano. How do I subscribe? The subscription procedure is of two types. You can pay $49 a month. This can be paid on a quarterly basis and I drank. You can download a MIDI and MP3 track by using Sheet Music. The user can also become the leading
member. It'll give you another perk. You can get a live workout with The piano was developed by the great musician, Willie Mayet. This, will give you a boost in your piano playing process. You can be a rookie or a great player, that lesson is for everyone. It has a certain structure that makes it very easy to operate. There is a range for playing the piano in
many different styles after receiving this lessons. People rate it 8.68 out of 10.Buy this product from the official website
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